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New Vocabulary: 

 

  

 

 
 
 

Word  Meaning 

Prediction (n)   Saying that something will happen in the future. 

Vehicle     (n) Something used for transporting people or goods especially on land such as cars and buses.   

Inch          (n) A unit of linear measure. 

Increase  (v) Become greater in size or amount. X    decrease 

Improvement(n)  It means that something becomes better. 

Sanitation  (n) Conditions relating to public health. 

Predict     (v)  Forecast  

Expectancy  (n) The state of thinking that good something will happen. 

Current    (adj) Occurring or existing at the present time. 

Unnecessary (adj)  unessential / needless  

Adopted  (adj) Used 

Condensed (adj)    Reduced to a more compact form.    =  shortened 

1.  Listen & Discuss   p. 34 & 35 

Military 
 

Traffic Passenger Air ships 
 

Increase 

disasters  
Delivery Circuits 

 
Tube  
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Substitute   (v)  to take the place of another something.  

Purchase   (v)  Buy 

Wireless    (adj)   Having no wires. 

Compete   (v)   Battle / fight  

Span      (n)  Extend  / stretch  / spread  

Determined  decided  

Extensively (adv)  Covering a wide range. 

Rank  (n)  Position in an ordered group. 

Freight   (n)   Goods  /  cargo   

Telegraph  (v) send something by telegraph.   

Cushioned   (adj) Softened 

Military     (n) Armed forces     /  army . 

 

Exercise 1 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1- The ………………….. jam caused me to be late for the meeting.  

a) rank            b) traffic                c) span       d) telegraph   

2- This elevator is for carrying ……………….. only . It’ snot for people.  

a) freight               b) compete                c) transportation      d) below  

3- Foreign ……………. data networks provide high speed transitions which are 

necessary for uninterrupted online gaming. 

a) rank                    b) purchase               c) wireless                 d) cheap     

4- It’s impossible to …………… machines for people. 

a) substitute            b) increase                c) sanitation           d) predict  

5- All the local forecasters are  ……………. rain this afternoon. 

a) determining       b) predicting              c) increasing          d) action   

6- Thousand of applicants  ……………… for the same job. 

a) current             b) circuit                     c) compete               d) inch   

7- I’m on …………………… I want to lose 5 kilograms. 

a) diet                      b) transportation      c) expectancy          d) improvement  

8- Cars ,buses and trucks are kinds of …………...  . 

a) sanitation            b) vehicles                 c) circuits                   d) inches   

9- Our ………………. house is too small , so we have to move.  

a) Current              b) freight                     c) span                       d) rank  

10- The bridge is supposed to …………….. for 100 meters . 

a) compete        b) predict             c) span           d) freight  

11-I’m ……………… to be a scientist. 

a) determined           b)current                   c)compete                d)substitute  
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Exercise 2 
Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 

            

               wireless / transportation/ rank / freight /cushioned/ store / substitute 

 

1. In the desert ,camels are more important than cars for…………….. .  

2. Automobiles will have been …………………… for any horse vehicle. . 

3. ……………. telephone circuits will span the world . 

4. This ……………offers good prices. 

5. The seats are ……………...... , so they are comfortable. 

Exercise 3 

Complete the following sentences using a word from the box below: 

            Current   /  military  /diet  /purchase  / freight   /cheap 

1. This train is for carrying ……………….. . 

2.He was the …………………. hero of the Civil War. 

3.I have to borrow money to …………….. a new car. 

4.We didn’t pay much money for the room. It was ………………… . 

5. We cannot gather together due to the …………………… virus -Covid19-. 

Exercise 4 
Match the word with its definition: 

 

1 (      )       2 (      )      3 (      )      4 (      )      5 (      )    6 (      )       

              A Answers  B 
1 Freight  A A special course of food for losing weight. 

2 Substitute  B To say something about the future. 

3 Wireless  C Occurring at the present time. 

4 Diet   D Goods or cargo . 

5 Cushioned  E Having no wires . 

6 Prediction  F Softened . 

7 Condensed  G Reduced to a more compact form . 

8 Current  H To take the place of another something . 

   I Military . 
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Exercise 5 
Replace the underlined word with the correct one: 

1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise 6
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Let’s see some of predictions for the next 100 years….. 

 
SB Answers 

 

 

 

                                                                                         Transportation 

 

 

 

 

                            

People 
 

 

 

 
Communication 

 

  

 

 
 Language 

 

 

 

2.  Pair Work    p. 35 

         We will have the ability to 

communicate through thought 

transmission. Transmission will be very 

easy. Picking up thoughts and relaying 

them to another brain will not be much 

harder storing them on the net. 

     In the near future, there will be fully automated 

vehicles where people can “punch in” or “speak” 

the place they want to go to .There will be self 

illuminating highways-highways that glow in the 

dark. 

          There will be only two languages 

in the world -English and Spanish. While 

other languages will vanish gradually 
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* The future perfect is used to express the idea that an action will be 

completed in the future, before another event or before another  

specific time in the future.  

 

* The future perfect is formed with : 

will have + past participle. 

 

* E.g.     *By the time my children are grown, scientists will have found        

a solution to global warming. 

*The car company will have introduced their new models by November. 

* The future perfect progressive is used to focus on the duration of an 

action that will be happening in the future before another time or event 

happens in the future.  

* The future perfect progressive is formed with : 

will have + been + present participle. 

 
*E.g.    *By the year 2020, people will have been flying for 117 years. 

 

Note: Sometimes either the future perfect or the future perfect 

progressive can be used to express the same idea. 

• By 2020, I will have been living in Sao Paulo for 15 years. 

• By 2020, I will have lived in Sao Paulo for 15 years. 
 

3.  Grammar    pp. 36 & 37 
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Exercise 8 
         Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1. I ............. my homework by dinner time. 

a. have been finished     b. will have finished     c. will finished     d. will be finished 

2.  How long ....................... lived in this city next year? 

a. you will have           b. will have you      c. had you              d. will you 

3.  By the next summer , they .......................... . 

a. built                          b. built                 c. will have built           d. have built 

4. The plane ......................... off by two hours. 

a. has taken                b. has taken      c. will have taken     d. will taken  

5. Mary ......................... on a holiday by this time next year. 

a. will have gone         b. has gone           c. went                     d. goes 

6. I will ....................... from the university in two years. 

a. graduated          b. have graduate            c. graduating    d. have graduated 

7. By the time I arrive to school ,Math lesson ....................... . 

a. will have started        b. has started                c. will start        d. started 

8. They will ........................ married by next year. 

a. have                           b. have be               c. have been         d. had 

9. Will have they ......................... an email by tomorrow? 

a. are sending                b. sending               c. have send              d. sent  

10. He will  ........................ the guitar for ten years when he turns twenty. 

a. have playing    b. has been playing c. have played    d. have been played 

11. Our teacher will ........................ French for five years by the end of this year. 

a. been taught              b. have been teaching  c. teaching  d. taught 

12. I  .......................... staying in London next summer. 

a. will have been           b. will be                         c. will been        d. will  

13. The children  ......................... watching T.V for two hours when you come. 

a. have been          b. will have been                 c. will have be           d. will 

 

The Future with Dependent Time Clauses 
- We can talk about a future event using a time clause with  (when, 

before, after, while, until, and since).  

- A present tense verb form (not a future form) is used in the time clause, 

and will or be going to are used in the main clause. 

My father will keep using his old-fashioned cord phone until it breaks. 

When he finishes working on his invention, he’s going to let me try it out. 
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14. By 2030, she will ......................... in the bank for 11 years. 

a. working           b. has working c. have been working    d. work 

15. Will you .......................... vegetables for three months?' 

a. ate                      b. have eating        c. have been eating       d. been eating 

 

 

Exercise 9 

Rewrite the following sentences in the future perfect tense: 
1-He will visit his grandma. 

…………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-Our team will win the game today. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

3-John will go to school on Friday. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

4-Will you study for the test? 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

5-When I am in sixth grade, I will attend every year of school. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Rewrite the following sentences in the future perfect continuous: 
1-By the end of this year , I will save million pounds. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-By the next year , my father will spend five years in France. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-I will leave by seven o’clock. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-He will live for ten years by next July. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-Kate will not finish the essay by the weekend. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Exercise 10 
Do as shown between brackets: 

1- She will study in Germany.      (Use: been) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-  David will finish his exams by the end of September.       (Use: finished) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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3- By 2050 people will live one hundred years.       (Use: have been) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4- By the next year I will work for ten years.                   (Use: working) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

5-My sister will buy a present by eight o’clock.                       (Use: been) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6-They will leave the apartment by the end of the day.          (Use: left) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

7-The birds will fly to the south by winter.                                  (Use: flown) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

8-Robin will water the plants by the evening.                            (Use :watering) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

9-He will learn to drive . He will graduate.                              (Use: By the time) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10-My father will work in his company for twenty years . He will retire. 

                                                                                                     (Use: By the time) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

11-I will buy a new mobile phone .The end of December will come. 

                                                                                                     (Use :By) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Exercise 11 

Correct the underlined mistake: 
1. By the end of this year, he will started a new career.              ………………… 

2. By July, my sister will been learn piano for a month.               ………………… 

3. By 2025, my father will has been travelling for ten years.        ……….……….. 

4. Her mother will bought her a pair of new shoes by tomorrow. …….…….…… 

5. When you come, I will have sleep for two hours.                     ………………... 
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Vocabulary: 

lugging = carrying, especially something heavy or awkward. 

Ditch = leave, get rid of. 

Check out = look at something in order to evaluate it. 

Go with the flow = accept things. 

Hoopla = excitement created by a large amount of publicity. 

Advantage = having benefits.       X     disadvantage 

 

How to persuade someone to do something? 

*  (I’m sure) if you just give it a try, you’ll fi nd that… 
*  Look at it this way… 
*  One of the advantages is… 
*  One reason you should consider… 
*  Trust me on this… 

*  What’s great about this is…? 
 

Exercise 12 
Complete the following sentences using the suitable word from the box below:   
 

     lugging / go with the flow / advantages / check out / disadvantages / ditch 

 

1. The …………… of being blind or deaf are overcame. 

2. He began ………………. his heavy bags over the stairs.  

3. Let’s ………………. those silly people and go home. 

4. You need to …………………… which category our organization 

belongs to.  

5. You have to …………………….. and accept my offer. 

4.  Language in Context    p. 38 
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Vocabulary: 

 

 

 

 
             

 

 
 
 

Word Meaning 

Industry An economic activity concerned with the processing of raw 

materials and manufacture of goods in factories . 

Version A particular form which is different from an earlier one of the 

same thing. 

Edition The form in which a text is published. 

Source  The origin of some thing. 

Instantly Urgent   /  immediately. 

Flexible Being ready to adapt to new and  different requirements. 

Technology The application of scientific knowledge. 

 

Exercise 13 

Choose the right answer: 
1. The ………………. of the cinema is growing quickly.  

a) version            b) edition             c) industry               d) immigration 

2. Tom was killed …………….. when the bomb he was trying to defuse exploded.  

a) advantage       b) disadvantage    c) instantly                 d) ditch  

3. Our grandma is the best ………………. of information. Whenever we want to 

know something, we ask her.  

a) source             b) instantly              c) flexible       d) advantage  

5.  Listening ...    p. 39 
 

Print 
 

Online  
 

Electronic 
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4. This is an advanced ……………………of this computer .  

a) version            b) flexible            c) disadvantage     d) industry 

5. He is ………………. he accepts other’s opinion.  

a) flexible               b) immigrated         c) version          d) source   

6. The first ……………… of the novel appeared in1995.  

a) flexible              b) edition                     c) happiness          d) source  

7. Japan is pioneering in electronics ………………… .  

a) visiting                 b) version            c) edition           d) industry 

8. According to an informed  ……………… , he will resign tomorrow. 

a) source                  b) flexible            c) industry             d) edition  

9.  No matter where you live. If you have access to an internet connection ,       

you can host an ……………… store and sell to the whole world. 

     a)print                       b)online                        c)technology          d) version 

10.  ………. solved many problems. It helped us not only to save time but also effort. 

     a)Source                     b)Technology             c)instantly               d)Print 

                

 

Exercise 14 
Complete the following sentences using the suitable word from the box below:  

 

           online / industries / flexible / print / edition / source / technology 

 

1. This printer allows you to ……………………. on both sides of the paper.  

2. Modern  …………………. has made our lives more comfortable.  

3. Imagination is the ………………… of creation.  

4. She invested in several large …………………. .  

5. This computer programme has to be …………………… to meet all our needs. 

6.  The new ………………… of the dictionary carries 7000 words. 

7.  I will send you the link to our ……………………. site. 
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• Consonant clusters may contain two or three consonants, for example: broken, 

plan, understand, street, spray, hungry.  

• Be careful not to separate the consonants in a cluster with a vowel sound or add a 

vowel sound before the cluster. 

Examples: 

* The electronic newspaper reader will have the look and feel of  a 

print newspaper. 

* It will have a portable screen that is flexible. 

* One newspaper publisher predicts, “By 2030, we will have stopped 

printing paper newspapers completely.” 

 

Exercise 15 
Now read and underline consonant clusters: 

 

1. After school , they like to race their bikes in the city. Sometimes they go 

to the gym and play tennis or baseball .At night ,they will rush home and 

chat in the internet. 

2. We can plant a rose on this block. 

3. The flock flies in the sky.` 

4. There was a crime in the street yesterday.  

5. My father likes planting crops for years.  

6. I regret breaking the window with my ball. 

7. The students swam in the ocean. 

8. The smoke spread over the town. 

 

6.  Pronunciation    p. 39 
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Word Definition 

Chain =a group of businesses owned by the same company. 

Commonplace = frequent or usual. 

Estimated = given an approximate cost 

Lucrative = producing a lot of money. 

Orbit = a path in space followed by a planet, moon, or spacecraft. 

Rigorous = extremely difficult 

Simulate = imitate 

Steep = expensive 

 
 

Exercise 16 
 

Choose the right answer: 
1-The satellites …………………… at different heights . 

a)rigorous               b)orbit                    c)simulate              d)chain 

2-Travelling to space became a …………………… 

a)chain                   b)commonplace   c)orbit                    d)simulate 

3-A sheet of metal was shaken to ……………… a sound of thunder. 

a)steep                   b)lucrative             c)simulate               d)launch 

4-Tickets of the theatre are ………………….. . 

a)steep                   b)lucrative             c)orbit                      d)chain 

5-the multi-national hotel ………………… , Hilton Hotels ,has been working on plans 

for a hotel on the moon.  

a)chain                  b)lucrative               c)orbit                     d)rigorous 

6-The cost of the project has been ……………….. at about 10 million dollars. 

a)chain                  b)rigorous                 c)estimated            d)chain 

7-She has a ………………….. business selling leather bags. This business is 

producing  a lot of money. 

a)lucrative             b)estimated               c)chain                  d)orbit  

7.  Vocabulary building      p. 39 
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Vocabulary: 

 

 

Word Definition 
Vacation A fixed holiday 

Investing Putting money into financial shares or property with the expectation of achieving a profit. 

Incredible(adj) Difficult to believe.  =   Extraordinary. 

Wealthy Having a great deal of money and resources. = rich 

Rigorous Extremely careful.  

Launch Set in motion. 

Opportunity A set of circumstances that make something possible to happen.  

Goal Target   =      aim 

Space station A large artificial satellite used for operations in space. 

Company Commercial business.      =    firm  

Average  (adj) Norm 

Several  (adj) More than two ,but not many. 

Space craft A vehicle used for travelling in space. 

Rocket Missile 

Expect Anticipate   =   forecast  =  predict    

Book  (v) To buy a ticket in advance.   =  reserve 

Work out (v) Solve 

Flight A trip made by an aeroplane or a spacecraft.  =  Aviation. 

Dream  (v) Imagine 

Giant    (adj)      =  Huge    =  large   =   jumbo 

Construction The act of building something. A large structure. 

Spin   (v) To turn around quickly. 

Gravity The force that attracts planets , the moon or a body towards the centre of the Earth. 

8.  Reading   p. 40 & 41 
 

Orbit Capsule Space tourism Flight 
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Create Generate    =   produce   =   invent 

Solar panel A panel designed to absorb the sun’s rays as a source of energy for generating electricity or 

heating. 

Panel A flat board. 

Incredible(adj) Impossible to believe. 

Gazing Looking steadily especially in admiration or surprise. 

Amusing Providing entertainment. 

Recreational Activities done for enjoyment. 

Acrobatics Gymnastic feats. 

Endless     =  unlimited     =  indefinite 

Decade A period of ten years. 

Eventually(adv) In the end. 

Expert A person who is skilful about a particular area. 

Reusable (adj) Being able to be used again or more than once. 

 

Exercise 17 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- These are ………………….plastic cups that can be used more then once.  

a) expert             b) reusable          c) decade    d) missile   

2- This movie tells an …………………. story of survival that no one can easily believe. 

a) incredible          b) solar panel          c) expert    d) gravity    

3- Lana had the painting appraised by an  ……………… before she bought it. 

a) flight                    b) spin                     c) spacecraft    d) expert   

4- She has married to him almost a  …………………now. They married in 2010.  

a) decade            b) marriage          c) reusable                d) incredible  

5- Without  …………. ,life on Earth would be impossible.  

a) gravity            b) panel            c) endless     d) dream   

6- His life………………… is to be a doctor. 

a) expert            b) decade                      c) dream    d) flight    

7- We will spend our summer ……………… in Hurghada. 

a) create             b) vacation                     c) reusable      d) panel  

8- A voyage to the space in a  .......................... is no longer a dream. 

a) spacecraft        b) panel                     c) several    d) company 

9-I think he is ……………….. . He has a lot of antiques. 

a)opportunity            b)eventually                    c)wealthy                  d)expert 

10-The government should ………………… more money in agriculture. 

a)goal                        b)spin                               c)invest                      d)book 

11-Planets ……………… around the sun. 

a)invest                       b)launch                          c)spin                         d)create 
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12-God ………………. the world. 

a)invested                  b)created                        c)spun                         d)booked 

13-We are going to …………………. a room in this hotel for two weeks. 

a)flight                        b)book                           c)expect                     d)create 

14-There are many problems. We want to ………………….. them. 

a)work out                 b)gazing                        c)launch                      d)dream 

15-She has more than two dresses. She has ………………….. dresses . 

a)construction           b)several                        c)gazing                      d)worthy 

16-We are ………………. ourselves by playing games. 

a)amusing                 b)investing                     c)booking                   d)gazing 

17-Look, she is………………… at the moon.   

a)amazing               b)gazing                         c)expecting              d)dreaming 

18-The planes have to undergo ……………………. safety checks. 

a)rigorous                 b)spin                             c)book                       d)create 

19-They started to ……………….. the rocket. 

a)expect                   b)flight                            c)launch                   d)several 

20-The day will soon come when we will conquer ………… and travel to the moon. 

a)launch                    b)space                         c)spin                        d)company 

21-I had a rare …………………… to speak to the president. 

a)opportunity             b)space station             c)amusing                d)investing 

22-This building is ………………… .It is more than 100 floors. 

a)gazing                     b)amusing                    c)giant                        d)rigorous 

23-All the house’s electricity is produced by …………………….. on the roof. 

a)solar panels            b)constructions            c)flight                        d)space    

24-The number of stars in the universe is …………………… They are indefinite. 

a)eventually                 b)endless                     c)rigorous                 d)spin  

Exercise 18 

Fill in the gaps: 
         (space craft – launch – flight – gravity – book -eventually) 
1- When is the next ………………. To AUE? 

2-She spent seven years in the university. She will …………… graduate this year. 

3-I will …………… a room at the Plaza Hotel. 

4-The ……………… of the space rocket has been delayed. 

5-Without ……………. Life on Earth would be impossible. 

Exercise 19 
Give one word: 
1-A vehicle used for travelling in space.                           ……………………… 

2- To turn around quickly.                                                   ……………………… 
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Exercise 20 
Read the following passage and answer the questions: 

Rocks from space 

              Some rocks are not from Earth at all, but from away out in space. Large 

space rocks that orbit around the sun are called asteroids. Smaller rocks that orbit 

around the sun are called meteoroids. If an asteroid or a meteoroid travels through 

the Earth’s atmosphere and lands on the Earth’s surface, it is called meteorite . 

When they land , they can create a large hollow areas in the ground. 

 

                 Meteorites land on Earth all the time. Did you know around 500 

meteorites bigger than footballs hit Earth each year? The good thing is most of 

them fall into the ocean. Smaller ones ,the size of pebbles, tend to fall on land.  

Answer the following questions: 
1-How many meteorites hit Earth each year? 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

2-If meteoroids reach the Earth’s surface . What are they called? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-What are large rocks that orbit around the sun? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Choose the right answer:
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Answers 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.  Speaking   p. 41 
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New Vocabulary: 
 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Word Meaning  

Expand Become larger    =  enlarge X    Condense     or        shrink 

Conceivable Imaginable    or   possible 

Minimum       X    maximum . 

Restricted  Limited in extent , number or scope    =   confined . 

Fuel   (n) such as gas or oil that is burned to produce heat or power. 

Rather than Instead of 

Shortage  A state in which something needed is not sufficient.= lack  = 

insufficient.  

Accommodate  To fit the needs of something. 

Recycling  Converting (waste) into reusable material. 

Optimize (v) To make the best use of something. 

Natural resources  Materials existing in nature such as trees. 

Conventional(adj)     =  Traditional      =  ordinary 

Obsolete       No longer used .=   out of date 

10.  Writing pp. 42 & 43 
 

fuel    Shuttle     Dime     
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Tele-transportation The hypothetical transfer of matter or energy from one point to 

another without traversing the physical space between them.  

Aisle      =   Passage  

Carry out      =  do      =  fulfil  

Trade  The action o buying and selling goods.   =   commerce 

Bulk  Majority 

Go off Stop working 

Grid Relating to electricity . 

Optimal (adj) The best use of something. 

Renewable energy Energy from endless sources such as wind or solar power. 

Furnished     =  provided    =  supplied 

Filter  (v) Remove solid particles from solid or gas. 

External      X    internal 

Tank  A large storage chamber especially for liquid or gas. 

Foundation      =   base 

Biosphere  The atmosphere of the Earth. 

Satisfy   (v) Meet the expectations, needs or desires of someone. 

Requirement (n)    =  Needs  

Neighbourhood  A district within a town or a city. 

Demolition     =   destruction 

Perimeter      =  circumference    =  outside 

Inhabit     (v)    =  Live in     =   occupy 

Shield    (n)    =   Protection. 

Harmful (adj)    X  useful 

Radiation  Energy transmitted in the form of waves or rays. 

Heritage     =  Inheritance. 

Densely populated The number of people living in a country. 

Habitant  Natural home or environment of an animal or a plant. 

Global    =  worldwide 
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Conscience  A person’s moral sense of right. 

Biodiversity  The variety of plant and animal life . 

Industry  An economic activity concerned with the processing of raw 

materials and manufacturing goods in factories. 

Exercise  21 

Choose the right answer: 

1-This heating device oil as a …………………. .  

a) shield             b) fuel          c) conscience    d) heritage  

2-She used sunglasses as a  …………………. From the sun. 

a) heritage              b) shield          c) expand               d) gravity    

3-He is working in  ……………….She sells and buys goods. 

a) trade                   b) industry          c) biodiversity               d) expert   

4-The coffee shop  may ………………. Into a full restaurant.  

a) expand             b) habitat          c) reusable                           d) minimu  

5-I have a guilty ……………. Because I didn’t say the truth. 

a) conscience   b) panel          c) global                d) radiatio  

6- ………………… worming is increasing every year. 

a) Global            b) Tank                  c) Grid                d) Bulk    

7-The ……………… is full of water. 

a) aisle             b) grid           c) trade                d) tank  

8-We have to draw plans for any .......................... emergency. 

a) conceivable     b) bulk           c) several              d) radiation 

    9-  A:What’s the  ……………….. wage in your country? B:No one gets less      than 

1000 dollars a month. 

     a)perimeter            b)shield               c)minimum                          d)expert 

  10-Many people in Hiroshima were killed by ………………… . 

    a)radiation               b)conscience      c)heritage                             d)bulk 

  11-Would you prefer a window or an  ……………… seat? 

    a)aisle                      b)inhabit               c)heritage                             d)bulk 

  12-The great  ……………. of these people are poor .More than 50% don’t have food. 

    a)external                b)requirement     c)bulk                                    d)trade 

  13-Wind and solar energy are sources of …………………. energy. 

   a)renewable             b)biosphere         c)filter                                   d)obsolete 

  14-China is a ………………….. populated country.  

   a) densely                 b)harmful              c)furnished                          d)optimal 

  15-They suffer from water …………………. .They don’t have any water.  

a) shortage               b) demolition        c)harmful                            d)bulk 
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16-Smoking is ………………. . It leads to death. 

a)satisfy                    b)industry               c)harmful                            d)minimum 

17-The project required a total ……………. of this bridge to build a new one. 

a)demolition            b)biosphere           c)radiation                         d)optimal 

18-Radio is no longer used . It’s ……………………. . 

a)requirement         b)obsolete             c)perimeter                        d)minimum 

19-We have to grow more crops to ……………….. our needs of food. 

a)satisfy                    b)filter                     c)carry out                         d)go off 

20-She inherited a big sum of money from her aunt as an …………………. . 

a)heritage                b)foundation          c)shield                              d)rank 

 

 

Exercise  22 

Fill in the gaps: 

        (carry out - optimize -  accommodated – radiation – furnish – recycling) 

1-We have to ………………. our lives and make the best use of it. 

2-He has enough money to ……………….. the apartment and buy new furniture. 

3-We work in ………………… . We change waste to reusable things. 

4-The government will ……………….. many projects this year. 

5- I asked them for additional money and they ……………….. me with loan. 

Exercise  23 

Give one word: 

1-The hypothetical transfer of matter or energy from one point to another without 

traversing the physical space between them.                    ………………………… 

2-Materials existing in nature such as trees.                       ………………………… 

3-The variety of plant and animal life .                                …………………………. 

4-A district within a town or a city.                                       …………………………. 

5- An economic activity concerned with the processing of raw materials and  

manufacturing goods in factories.                                       ………………………… 

6-A large storage chamber especially for liquid or gas.   ………………………... 

7-Energy transmitted in the form of waves or rays.            ………………………… 
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How to express your personal views in an essay  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise  26 

Write an essay (at least 50 words) 
Choose one large change or discovery that you think will happen by the year 2050. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

• Make a draft before writing . 

• Divide your essay into paragraphs , such as an introductory 

paragraph , body paragraphs and a concluding  paragraph . 

• Focus on the topic . 

• Include personal thoughts and interpretations. 

• Don’t be repetitive. 

• Use phrases like : I think …. / I believe … / I feel …/ In my opinion … / 

I would say . 

• You can also use formal phrases like : from my point of view …. / from 

my perspective …In my view …. / It seems to be that . 
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Present Simple tense 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Verb to be 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Past simple tense: 

 
Yes/No Question (?)                Short Answer (+)               Short Answer (–) 
Did you live in Riyadh?                 Yes, I did.                       No, I didn’t. 

 

 

 

 

11.  Form, meaning and function  pp. 44  

Yes/No Question (?)  
Do they use cell phones? 
Does she play tennis? 

Short Answer 
Yes ,they do. / No, they don’t 
Yes, she does / No, she doesn’t  

Present simple form 
-Where’s your friend from? 

 =He’s from Jeddah. 

Past simple form 
-Where were they born? 
=They were born in AUE. 

-Where was she born? 
=She was brn in Egypt. 
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Irregular forms: 

Infinitive Past Infinitive Past 
Be Been Know  Knew  

Buy Bought Make  Made  

Come Came  Meet  Met  

Do  Did  Drive  Drove  

Feel Felt  Eat  Ate  

Give  Gave  Fly  Flew  

Has / have Had  Ride  Rode  

See  Saw  Spend  Spent  

Swim  Swam  Take  Took  

Win  Won  Begin  Began  
 

Asking about personal information 
*What’s your name? 

*What’s your age?  /  How old are you? 

*When are you born? 

*What’s your nationality? 

*What’s your address?  / Where do you live? 

*What do you work?     /What’s your occupation? 

*What’s your phone number? 

 

Exercise 24 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- A:What’s your  .............? B: Gedah st. 

a) address  b) occupation  c) phone number  d) email 

2-  I  ................ born in 2005. 

a) am   b) was              c) did Carol do  d) were  

3- Do they go to gym? No, they................ . 

a) aren't          b) didn't open            c) haven't                       d) don’t 

4- A:What’s your  ................ ? B:anas 78@ gmail.com. 

a) number  b) email                       c) occupation             d) name 

5-  I ................ my grandparents yesterday. 

a) has seen     b) see              c) am seeing                    d)saw 

6- ................ you travel to Paris last year?. 

a) Have  b) Did                                   c) Do              d) were  

7- My father ..................... a new car last summer. 
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a) buys            b) buying                 c)has bought   d) bought 

8- A: What’s his ...................... ? B: He is thirteen. 

a) occupation b) number                       c) email              d) age 

9- She  ................... her friends last weekend. 

a) meets   b) meet                     c) was meeting   d) met 

10- What did you  ………….in the museum? 

a) had seen           b) see                          c) saw              d) seeing 

11- A: What ‘s their ………………? B: They are from USA. 

a) nationality    b) occupation                    c) email                            d) age       

12- Does she like perfumes? No, she ........................... . 

a)  don’t                   b)  doesn’t                         c)  isn’t                      d) didn’t       

13- A:Where did you ........................... your holiday? B: In Jordan. 

a)  are spending   b)  spent                            c)  spend                      d) spends 

14- Moaaz .......................... a bike last night . 

a) ride     b)  rides                             c) riding                         d) rode              

15- ...................... is your number? 9443666800-  

a) While                    b) When                             c) What     d) Where  

16- A: ................ did you born? B; In Russia.  

a) When                   b) What                              c) Were                             d)  Where    

  
 

 

Exercise 25 

Correct the mistakes: 
1-Ahmed begins his project last week.  

------------------------------------------------------------ 

2-When is your last name? 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

3-What’s your nationality? I’m a doctor. 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

4-How much money did you gave him? 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

5-Do you visit Egypt? Yes, I did. 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

6-What do you work? In a school. 

------------------------------------------------------------ 
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New vocabulary: 

 

 
 

Word Meaning  
Meteor  A falling star. 

Eclipse  An eclipse is when the moon moves in front of the sun for a short time. The sky gets darker. 

Volcano  A mountain or hill having lava, rocks and hot vapour. 

Land  (v)   =  arrive  =  settle  =  put down 
Dwarf planet A small planet. 

Devote  Give most of one’s time or resources to a person or activity. 

Civilization    = culture 

Alien    = foreign   =  unfamiliar 

Telescope  An optical instrument designed to make distant objects appear nearer. 

 

Exercise  26 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
1-Pluto is a ………………… planet. 

a)eclipse                            b)dwarf                        c)land                     d)galaxy 

2-There are billion stars in the …………………… . 

a)planets                            b)telescope                c)universe               d)alien  

3- …………………… is an instrument to make distant things nearer.  

a)Astronaut                       b)Universe                  c)Galaxy                    d)Telescope 

4- The ………………… is when the moon moves in front of the sun. 

a)eclipse                           b)civilization               c)alien                        d)universe 

5-The aeroplane will ………………….. at 6 a.m. 

a)devote                           b)land                          c)dwarf                       d)alien 

6- A ………………… is a mountain or a hill full of lava and rocks. 

a)Galaxy                           b)Volcano                  c)Telescope                 d)sight 

7- He decided to ………………. his time for studying zoology.  

a)devote                            b)land                         c)eclipse                     d)alien 

8-I want to be a /an ………………. To walk on the moon. 

a)astronaut                         b)eclipse                   c)telescope                d)dwarf 

 

Galaxy  Universe  Planets  Astronaut  


